
Dark energy or Dark gravity?

Dark energy (Quintessence model) : with no guidance from 
theory, quintessence models are nevertheless appealing because 
they open up the parameter space. Most models have w=-1, and 
many evolving equations of state so that w’ is also non-zero. 
The class of models offers clear, alternative to the cosmological 
constant that would be favored not w=-1.

Dark gravity : Although there have been many proposals for 
how to modify gravity, the most interesting recent development 
traces back to an idea first proposed by Fierz and Pauli, that 
the graviton has non-zero mass. Qualitatively a massive graviton 
seems like an approximate way to decrease the strength of the 
gravitational force.



Key observables

Angular diameter distance DA: Exploiting BAO as standard rulers 
which measure the angular diameter distance and expansion 
rate as a function of redshift. 

Radial distance H-1: Exploiting redshift distortions as intrinsic 
anisotropy to decompose the radial distance represented by the 
inverse of Hubble rate as a function of redshift.

Geometrical perturbations, density fluctuations and coherent 
motion : Those structure observables are not identical to each 
other. It is demanded that we have to separately observe each 
target.



Dark energy experiments from 2013



Constraints on distances from 2013



Constraints on structure formation from 2013



The universality 
of physics laws

(Gg, GΘ, DA, H-1, wm, wb, ns) + Planck

Constraints on radial distance H-1: CosKASI



The universality 
of physics laws

Metric Perturbations Energy-Momentum
Fluctuations
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δm
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Poisson equation

Euler equation

Continuity eq.Anisotropy

WL measures Φ-Ψ Galaxy-Galaxy correlation

Constraints on structure at CosKASI
Photometric wide-deep survey Spectroscopic wide-deep survey

Gμν = 4πGN Tμν
YSS 2006, YSS, Kazuya 2009

Modified by mass screening effect

Coherent motions

YSS, Sawicki, Hu 2007



Missing component at ground telescope

Ground Space

Second
CFTHLS

Second
SDSS II

Third
DES

Third
SDSS III (BOSS)

Next
2018-2023

LSST WFIRST, EUCLIDNext
2018-2023 DESI WFIRST, EUCLID

Photometric (WL) Spectroscopic (BAO, topology, coherent motions)

0.1<z<0.5, N=100,000

0.2<z<0.8, N=1,500,000

Photometric
LSST

Spectroscopic
DESI



European spectroscopy wide deep survey
in Chile

4MOST
Baseline Goal

class 4m -

FoV 3 deg >5 deg

Fiber pos 1500 >3000

Area 10000deg2 20000deg2

Objects 5M >20M

THE window 
for the same sky survey



European spectroscopy wide deep survey

4MOST

The ultimate cosmological 
test of Einstein’s gravity

?



+

Concepts of participation

4MOST

AAO-KASI collaboration

Instrument

Science



Dark matter study in the universe



Initial condition

Probing gravitational wave : the existence of a background of 
gravitational waves from inflation that produces a distinct 
signature in the polarization of the CMB.

Spectral index : Inflation generically predicts small deviations 
from a scale-invariant spectrum, and current measurements 
confirm this prediction at the 5 sigma level.

The non-Gaussian distribution : The search for one - so-called 
local non-Gaussianity - is particularly important because single-
field models of inflation predict negligible local non-Gaussianity.



Gravitational wave



Constraint on neutrino mass using WL

Varying mν
Varying wDE

Bound on mν using WL is 
Δmν < 0.1 eV ?

R. Nakajima



SDSS and high resolution Lya power spectrum 
analysis

                              McDonald, Seljak etal 2006

• 2<z<4 in 11 bins

• A single CDM model fits the data over a 
wide range of redshift and scale

• WDM (6.5keV) does not fit



Limits on neutrino mass
• WMAP3+SDSS Lya+SDSS+2dF+SN 6p:

• Together with SK and solar limits:

• Lifting the degeneracy of neutrino mass

• For one neutrino family scenario (eg LSND):

Seljak, McDonald, Slosar 2007



Estimation from future Lyman α experiment

From Big-Boss Σmν = 0.05 ± 0.024 eV



Alternatives - cross correlations of all!

Galaxy clustering

CMB SZ

Lyman alpha

Cosmic shear

CMB ISW

cross correlations



The universality 
of physics laws

Score sheet for CosKASI

 Dark energy: 
Spectroscopy survey: we take part in DESI and well prepared for. 
Image survey: we do not have any expert

 Dark matter in the unverse
We need collaborating hands to understand WL, SZ and optical survey 
on the cluster

 Initial conditions
Gravitational wave: we have tools ... but no experience on data analysis
Spectral index: we are able to provide probes
Local non-Gaussianity - we can do, ... near future goal

 Neutrino mass: there is no idea to develop this part at this 
moment

 Cross correlating the universe


